EAMES WORDS A+D Museum
October 6th 2011 – January 16th 2012

Charles and Ray Eames inspired us to appreciate the world
by honoring “the uncommon beauty of common things.”
This exhibit uses Eames words to focus on the lesser-known
aspects of their lives, revealing their appreciation of the
value of humble objects and useful tools. Their insights
about the simple pleasures of daily life will be illustrated
with objects and materials available during their lifetimes
and contemporary examples from the world around us.
From tumbleweed to strawberries, a bolt of cloth to a keg of
nails, to elephants in India and the bread of Scandinavia, the
whole world was their canvas.
The technologies they used (and often invented) to record
their appreciation, were the most advanced of their time.
The informal “assemblage” will show an aspect of Charles
and Ray’s lives, which enchanted everyone lucky enough to
know them and which, during Paciﬁc Standard Time, will be
available to all.
www.aplusd.org
www.eameswords.com – Interactive postcard
www.eameswords.com/press – Download high-res images
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I’ll take wisdom anywhere I can get it. Even on a wall. As part of the
Getty Foundation’s “Paciﬁc Standard Time” program, the A+D
Museum Los Angeles is presenting “Eames Words” (through Jan. 16),
an exhibition that highlights the ideas — rather than the creations —
of the pioneering designers Charles and Ray Eames. Organized and
designed by a large creative team that was headed by Deborah
Sussman (an Eames ofﬁce alumna who was a founder of the design
ﬁrm Sussman/Prejza), the typographer Andrew Byrom and Todd
Erlandson and Lara Hoad of the L.A. architecture studio (M)Arch, the
show is laden with quotations that impart wisdom large and small.

Simply put, Charles and Ray Eames formed one of the most
celebrated American design teams of the 20th century. Their
collaborations in furniture, ﬁlm, photography and textiles drew on
their mutual inspirations and a simple philosophy about form and
function. Once, when asked what was more important, beauty or
function, Charles Eames famously said, “I should make a choice
between keeping my head or my heart?”

“We consciously avoided making it look as though Charles and Ray
had done it,” says Sussman, who adds that while people are familiar
with Eames products, “there is an aspect of Charles and Ray’s lives
and genius that is far lesser known — what they said and what they
wrote and what they loved and celebrated.” Charles’s phrase “The
uncommon beauty of common things” inspired Sussman and
company to ﬁnd a way of sharing the Eameses’ words and illustrating
them with quotidian objects: food products, toys, skateboards, ﬂowers
and knives and forks among them.
Inspired by “100 Quotes by Charles Eames,” a book edited by Carla
Hartman and Charles’s grandson Eames Demetrios, Sussman
conceived the idea of covering the walls, columns and ﬂoor with
typography, and Byrom designed the big “Eames” lettering that wraps
the museum’s Wilshire Boulevard facade. Erlandson suggested
extending the E’s into the exhibition space by turning them into
display ﬁxtures.
The Eameses’ words are just as potent in the 21st century as they
were in the 20th; their insights transcend style, with timeless quotes
like “Take your pleasures seriously,” “Beyond the age of information is
the age of choices” or “You can tell more about a country from its
bread and soup than you can from its museums and concert halls.”
My own favorites are “Toys are not really as innocent as they look” and
“The Jeep, now, that’s an automobile America should be proud of.”
These quotations typify the couple’s belief that design enhances life’s
simple pleasures. They also serve as the philosophical underpinning
for the Eames-designed objects that are included in the exhibition
across the street at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art,
“California Design, 1930-1965: ‘Living in a Modern Way.” Together, the
two exhibitions present a well-rounded picture of the Eameses’ ideas
and the optimism and innovation of postwar California design.
© Steven Heller/The New York Times
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Scarf and cookies featuring ‘common things pattern’

Finding a way to bring beauty to utility was a specialty of the Eameses
and something they sought out in their day-to-day lives. The current
exhibit at the A+D Museum in Los Angeles, EAMES WORDS — Eames
Designs: The Guest Host Relationship, provides a unique and
thoughtfully curated look into the way Charles and Ray Eames
interpreted the world around them, ﬁnding beauty in utility. Their
interpretations not only inspired their famous designs but shone a
light on the extraordinary aspects of everyday objects — whether it’s
the beautiful braided knots in egg bread or a simple kite, whose
design success is solely determined by its ability to ﬂy or not ﬂy.
Charles Eames viewed the role of a designer as that of a host, whose
job was to determine the needs of his guest. The A+D exhibit makes
Charles and Ray Eames hosts in the traditional sense of the word,
inviting visitors into their world and allowing them to see it as they did.
The exhibit is designed by Deborah Sussman, a longtime colleague
and friend of the Eames’, together with graphic designer Andrew
Byrom, architects (M)Arch and many other contributors. It is a
seemingly casually grouped collection of text and objects. The text
consists mostly of quotes from Charles Eames — on walls, under
exhibit pieces and on note cards — which playfully refer to the objects
throughout the exhibit, whether it’s a sculptural grouping of scissors,
toys or a bucket of nails. I won’t outline the exhibit in its entirety,
because part of its joy is the sense of discovery and seeing objects
anew. However, the Eames’ ﬁlm essays are not to be missed — they
are timeless and beautiful and their attention to the seemingly
mundane makes life seem a little fresher and more whimsical.
As a vehicle for visual interpretation, the exhibit could also be
compared to George Nelson’s iconic book, “How to See.” In the book,
Nelson outlines society’s problems with visual illiteracy and how to
recognize common visual references in a man-made world. Ironically,
Nelson — Herman Miller’s design director in the 40s — was
responsible for bringing the Eameses to Herman Miller. Their shared
sense of seeing the insigniﬁcant and identifying patterns is inspiring
even today, which is why A+D should be applauded for taking this
unusual look at Charles and Ray Eames. While the results of their
design collaborations are truly extraordinary (many of their pieces are
still in production today), the exhibit provides a rare glimpse into the
quiet and personal space in which great design is created.
While in their lifetime Charles Eames often received the majority of
the design credit, it is clear that his partnership with Ray, both in
marriage and work, was a collaborative effort. Ray’s inﬂuence as well
as her vision as a designer, were essential to the Eames’ success.
One of the most touching examples of their partnership is easy to
miss in the A+D exhibit but it is a beautiful and heartfelt example of
their life together. On a small table — designed by another friend and
collaborator of the Eames, Tina Beebe, to evoke the beautiful table
settings Ray was known for among friends — lies a collection of
personal tchotchkes — glass tumblers, bits of pastry, ﬂowers and a
bowl of candy. Among them is a quote from Charles Eames’ daughter,
Lucia, written shortly after Charles’ death:
“Just past dawn, at the Eames House,
Charles and Ray’s House,
now …her house.”
© Beth Topping/The New York Times
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THE ARCHITECT’S NEWSPAPER
What Works (review) – Michael Webb
The Eames’ chairs have become so familiar that it’s easy to forget
how revolutionary each of them was when ﬁrst introduced about a half
century ago. And the Eames’ fame overshadows their passion to
communicate, as manifested in ﬁlms, exhibitions, photography, and a
score of related initiatives. The exhibition Eames Words, at LA’s A+D
Museum, distills the essence of Charles and Ray, and their
complementary skills. His pithy comments on the design process
provide the text; her gift for color and arrangement breathe life into
every corner of the room. The overriding theme is announced on the
side of the building: “the uncommon beauty of common things.”
Those mundane objects ranged from artisanal bread to a tumbleweed
they brought back from a trip to the desert. In his Harvard lectures of
1971, Charles spoke with a sense of wonder about cords of logs, kegs
of nails, hanks of wool, and reams of paper. In India, the couple
delighted in the indigenous culture while writing reports for the new
government, and they extolled the lota (a brass water pot used by
peasants) as a triumph of poetry and practicality. They shared an
enthusiasm for toys, collecting vintage examples of painted tin and
wood and incorporating them into several of their short ﬁlms. “Toys
are not really as innocent as they look,” said Charles. “Toys and
games are preludes to serious ideas.” Philip Morrison, an
astrophysicist who narrated the Eames’ masterpiece, Powers of Ten,
would show their ﬁlm of hypnotically spinning tops to his graduate
students at MIT as a release after two hours of mind-bending
equations.
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Deborah Sussman (who was a close associate of the Eameses and
has made a brilliant career in environmental graphics with her
husband, rocket scientist Paul Prejza) curated the exhibition with
graphics designer Andrew Byrom. Another Eames alumna, Tina
Beebe, recreated Ray’s breakfast table, to which a fortunate few were
invited for good food and stimulating conversation. The interior of the
Eames’ iconic house (minus the kitchen) has been recreated as part
of the exhibition, Living in a Modern Way, across the street at LACMA.
The bricolage of varied objects has been meticulously installed, but
they’ve faded from sixty years of direct sun, and the spirit that
animated them has largely ﬂed. But at the A+D show, Sussman and
Beebe, who helped create that vanished world, have restaged
fragments of the originals with new materials as Ray would have
done. As a result, the replica feels fresher and more authentic than
the historic relics.
There’s another telling comparison between the two shows. At
LACMA, the star vehicles are the streamlined Airstream trailer and
Raymond Loewy’s impossibly sleek Studebaker Avanti. Both are
triumphs of styling, expressive of their eras. In contrast, A+D displays
an authentic WWII jeep. “Now that’s an automobile America should be
proud of,” said Charles, who once wrote Henry Ford II urging him to
make a plain black car as an alternative to two-tone dreamboats.
“What I really want is a black car with feeling,” he added.
That same urge towards the simple and timeless is expressed in the
juxtaposition of two classic modern chairs with Charles’ sharp
comment that Rietveld subordinated reality to an intellectual concept,
since Charles and his associates preferred to create a comfortable
place to sit. In fact, the Eameses triumphed on both planes: their best
work is inventive and practical and, like the humble objects they so
admired, it’s infused with a timeless beauty. “What works is better
than what looks good,” Charles insisted. “The ‘looks good’ can
change, but what works, works.”

Interactive postcard featuring the ‘common things’ pattern

© Beth Topping/The New York Times
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Design for postcards, banners, posters etc.

Exhibition Concept/Design
Deborah Sussman
Andrew Byrom
Architecture
Todd Erlandson
Lara Hoad
Advisor/Audio Visual
Eames Demetrios
Photography Curator
Paul Prejza
Creative Consultant
Eder Cetina/LAAC
’Ray’s Table’
Tina Beebe
Consulting Curator
Daniel Ostroff

Project Manager
Ariana Vardi
Graphics Production
Olson Visual
Fabrication Coordinators
Michael Grosswendt
Michael P. Johnson
Fabrication
All Coast Construction
Davidson Paint
Sherwin-Williams
Production
Emily Booher
Mahetzi Hernandez
William Larsen
LJ Roxas
Corey Ruppert
Jim Simmons
Randy Walker

Exhibition Contributors
Army Trucks Inc.
B.Black & Sons
CSULB
Canters Delicatessen
Lucia Eames
Eames Ofﬁce
Force Fin
Herman Miller
David Hertsgaard
Magedman Modern
Media Arts Lab
Victoria Mihich
MJM Graphics
Modern Bite
The Patel Family
Paula and Harihar Roa
SkateLab
Jan Steward
Sussman/Prejza & Co, Inc.
Vidal Herrera
Albert Wolsky

A+D Museum
Tibbie Dunbar (Director)
Sarah Lane (Special Programs)
For information contact:
Deborah Sussman
dsussman@sussmanprejza.com
Andrew Byrom
contact@andrewbyrom.com
Sarah Lane/A+D
slane@aplusd.org

A+D Museum
6032 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90036
Phone: 323 932 9393
Fax: 323 937 0278
Email: info@aplusd.org
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